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Abstract—The security pitfalls of IoT devices make it easy
for the attackers to exploit the IoT devices and make them a
part of a botnet. Once hundreds of thousands of IoT devices are
compromised and become the part of a botnet, the attackers use
this botnet to launch the large and complex distributed denial of
service (DDoS) attacks which take down the target websites or
services and make them unable to respond the legitimate users.
So far, many botnet detection techniques have been proposed
but their performance is limited to a specific dataset on which
they are trained. This is because the features used to train a
machine learning model on one botnet dataset, do not perform
well on other datasets due to the diversity of attack patterns.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a universal features set
to better detect the botnet attacks regardless of the underlying
dataset. The proposed features set manifest preeminent results
for detecting the botnet attacks when tested the trained machine
learning models over three different botnet attack datasets.

Index Terms—IoT Security, Botnet, DoS attacks, DDoS attacks,
IoT Botnet Detection, Machine Learning, Features

I. INTRODUCTION

We are living in the age of the internet where the real-

world things are now becoming smart, intelligent, connected

to the internet, and capable of interacting with one another

without human intervention in order to ease and lavish the

human life [1]. The connection of real-world objects with the

internet inaugurated the concept of internet of things (IoT).

IoT is a communication paradigm where a wide range of daily

life objects is connected via internet. With the evolution of

IoT, smart devices stepped into our daily life. IoT has revo-

lutionized many innovative applications of smart technology

like smart home, smart office, smart grid, smart healthcare,

smart agriculture, smart transportation, smart city, etc. These

applications would have a great influence in our lives thus

human life will become dependent on smart devices [2].

Despite the valuable revolution, security is the major con-

cern of IoT [3]. The IoT vendors are focusing on increasing

the device features instead of making it secure to bring

their product into the market to get more profit as early as

possible [4]. Hence, the security of IoT devices is ignored.

[© 2020 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. Permission from
IEEE must be obtained for all other uses, in any current or future media,
including reprinting/republishing this material for advertising or promotional
purposes, creating new collective works, for resale or redistribution to servers
or lists, or reuse of any copyrighted component of this work in other works.]

The security breach of IoT devices would have a severe effect

on our lives due to much utilization of smart devices in

our daily life necessities. IoT devices and applications are

also being used in critical infrastructures like power plants,

water plants, nuclear plants, transportation systems, healthcare

systems, etc., to make them remotely accessible and more

efficient. The burgeoning applications of IoT devices in critical

infrastructures are also increasing the potential risk of cyber-

security attacks since the IoT devices inherent some serious

cyber-security problems with them [5]. Hence, any cyber-

attack at these critical infrastructures may cause catastrophic

results if the IoT devices and applications are not secured

properly.

The IoT devices inherit some serious cyber-security prob-

lems [5] like weak security configurations, weak or hardcoded

passwords, etc. This is due to the subpar focus of IoT vendors

on strong security measures [6] [7]. These security pitfalls

of IoT devices have made it easy for hackers to take over

IoT devices and use them for malicious activities like botnet

attacks [8]. Botnets are the connected network of malware-

infected devices which are remotely controlled by command &

control servers [1]. The attackers use the botnet for malicious

activities like sending spam emails, click fraud, launching

distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks to chop down

a web-service, etc. Botnets existed for many years, but with

the proliferation of insecure IoT devices, botnets have become

larger, complex and dangerous.

At present, Botnet attacks have become a serious threat to

the whole internet [1]. The escalating adoption of insecure

IoT devices have made it an easy job for the attackers to

exploit the IoT devices, and make them a part of the botnet

army to conduct the large scale malicious activities [1]. The

botnet attacks are not only catastrophic for IoT device users

but also for the rest of the world since these botnet caused

ever large and devastating DDoS attacks at the famous web

service providers like GitHub [9], Krebs on Security, etc., in

recent years [1]. Mirai is the pioneer example of ever large

and powerful DDoS attack till 2016 that occurred through

a botnet of more than 2000,000 IoT devices [7]. In Mirai,

the hackers exploited the open ports, default or hard-coded

credentials of thousands of IoT devices including surveillance

cameras, baby toys, wireless printers, etc., and made them a



part of botnet [6]. Likewise, Echobot attack recently exploited

more than 20 unique IoT vulnerabilities and compromised

millions of IoT devices [7]. No matter, the present firewall and

IDS technologies are quite mature but it is inadequate for IoT

Systems due to their versatile traffic patterns, communication

protocols, etc. [7] [10]. Therefore, it is the need of the hour to

design intelligent IoT-specific security solutions and integrate

them with the existing security infrastructure in order to better

protect the IoT devices from botnet attacks.

So far, many studies are suggesting different machine

learning (ML) based solutions to detect the botnet, DDoS

attacks but their performance is limited to a specific dataset

on which they are trained. This is because the features used

to train an ML model work good on one certain botnet

dataset, but does not perform well when tested on other

datasets due to the diversity of attack patterns. Since, the

performance of ML models greatly rely on features set used for

training [11]. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a universal

features set that better helps the ML models in discriminating

the botnet attacks from the normal traffic regardless of the

underlying dataset. Thus, the key objective of this research is

to extrapolate a universal features set which performs well for

detecting botnet attacks irrespective of a certain dataset. The

key contributions of this work are as follows:

• We proposed a universal features set that better helps

the machine learning algorithms in discriminating the

botnet attacks from the normal traffic irrespective of the

underlying dataset.

• We compared the performance of four commonly used

machine learning classifiers across the proposed features

set over three different botnet attack datasets.

• Furthermore, we analyzed the performance of the pro-

posed features set over three publicly available datasets

in order to validate the applicability and efficiency of the

proposed universal features set.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

presents a review of some existing work for botnet attack

detection. Section III describes the entire methodology from

the data acquisition to botnet attack detection. Furthermore, the

methodology that is followed to propose a universal features

set for detecting the bot attacks, is also explained in this

section. Section IV discusses the features selection results and

the botnet attacks detection results across three different botnet

attack datasets. Lastly, Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

To date, many approaches have been proposed for de-

tecting the botnet attacks. These approaches can be broadly

categorized into two types, i.e., the flow-based approach and

graph-based approach. In a flow-based method, botnets are

detected by extracting the network flow-based features. While

in the graph-based method, botnets are detected based upon

the graphical communication structure among different nodes.

Frank et al. [12] proposed a methodology to prevent IoT de-

vices from being part of Mirai botnet. The proposed approach

consists of two scripts, i.e., hardening script and detection

script which are installed on end device in order to protect

it from Mirai botnet. The hardening script is for preventing

the IoT devices from bot attacks whereas the detection script

is proposed to recognize whether the underlying IoT device is

part a Botnet or not.

Ryu et al. [13] analyzed the effect of ensembling machine

learning algorithms with a neural network for botnet detection.

They ensembled decision tree and Naive Bayes classifiers

with a neural network and concluded that the proposed en-

sembling method can better detect botnet attacks in network

traffic as compared to individual classifiers. Keisuke et al.

[14] developed a network anomaly detection system using

a Gaussian model to detect the bot attacks. They applied

principle component analysis (PCA) to downsize the dataset

features and classified the network traffic as normal or attack

by using a Gaussian mixture model.

Sofiane et al. [15] proposed a graphical method to detect

the botnet attacks. They first build a graph of flow sequences

based upon the source and destination IP addresses of hosts

and then applied the unsupervised model to detect the outliers

in the traffic to detect the botnet behaviour. Similarly, Wang

et al. [16] suggested a two-phase model for botnet detection.

In the first phase, they used a flow-based approach to detect

a botnet attack. In the second phase, they used a graph-

based technique to trace the associated nodes of botnets

communication. Likewise, Abbas Abou et al. [17] designed a

versatile graph to detect the botnet attacks. The authors build

a communication graph by representing hosts as nodes and

communications between them as vertices. Afterwards, they

extracted the graphical features and applied different machine

learning techniques to better detect the botnets.

Michal et al. [18] investigated the impact of different types

of malwares like adware, trojans, botnets, etc., and proposed a

system to detect the malwares based upon network flow-level

features. The authors extracted 441 statistical features from

network flow and then used mutual information to select the

most significant features. Finally, they used Random Forest

classifier and predicted the malware types with 90% F1-score.

Tao et al. [19] identified that C&C channel is a compulsory

part of botnet attack. Therefore, it is crucial to detect and

blocking the C&C channel to stop the botnet attacks. They

proposed an ensemble anomaly detection technique which

composed of a one-class SVM and convolutional autoencoder.

The trained the ensemble model only at normal traffic in order

to reduce the false alarm rate and to better detect the botnet.

Similarly, Blaise et al. [20] analyzed the botnet behaviour

using unsupervised techniques. The authors calculated the

frequency distribution of protocol features to characterize the

host behaviour and used clustering techniques to identify the

bots from the normal hosts.

Most of the above studies proposed different machine learn-

ing techniques to detect botnet attacks. There exist some works

like [21], [22], etc., that proposed hybrid feature selection

methods to better detect IoT botnet attacks. However, the

performance of these techniques is limited to a specific dataset

on which they are trained. This is because the features used to



Fig. 1. Methodology for Botnet Attacks Detection

train a machine learning model on one botnet dataset, does not

perform well on other datasets due to the diversity of attack

patterns. Therefore, in this paper, we proposed a universal

features set which perform well for detecting botnets on all

datasets.

III. METHODOLOGY

To better detect the botnet attacks irrespective of a dataset,

this paper proposes a universal features set which is extrapo-

lated based upon Logistic Regression algorithm and frequency

counting technique. The entire methodology from the data

acquisition to botnet attack detection consists of six major

steps as shown in Fig. 1. These steps include data acquisition,

data pre-processing, features extraction, features selection,

model training, and botnet attacks detection. These steps are

explained in the following subsections:

A. Data Acquisition

The data acquisition is the premier step for training a ma-

chine learning model. Traditionally, two methods are followed

to acquire the data. One way is to get the data from an existing

real-time environment or to set up a real-time environment in

a laboratory in order to get the data for training a machine

learning model. Acquiring data from a real-time environment

is not possible for everyone since there exist some privacy

issues due to which organizations do not share their data.

Similarly, establishing a real-time environment in a laboratory

is also a tough job since it consumes time, resources, and

money.

In order to get rid of these concerns, most of the researchers

follow the other way, i.e., use some publicly available datasets

for data acquisition. In our case, we also followed the second

way and acquired data from three publicly available datasets

which include CICIDS2017 [23], CTU-13 [24] and IoT-23

[25]. The CICIDS2017 [23] dataset contains up-to-date real-

time packet captures of different attacks including the DDoS

attack. The CTU-13 [24] dataset contains traditional botnet

packet captures while the IoT-23 [25] contains IoT botnet

packet captures. All these datasets exist in packet capture

(.pcap) file format along with labels given in text files.

From the above-mentioned datasets, we only considered the

.pcap files that contain botnet attack traffic and normal network

traffic. Thereby, we considered all the .pcap files from CTU-13

[24] dataset since it contains only botnet attacks and normal

network traffic. In case of, CICIDS2017 [23] dataset, we only

considered the .pcap files having DDoS attack and normal

traffic .pcap files. Finally, from IoT-23 [25] dataset, we only

considered the famous Mirai botnet attack and normal network

traffic .pcap files.

B. Data Preprocessing & Features Extraction

The acquired datasets were in .pcap format while we need

features to train a machine learning algorithm. Therefore,

we first need to extract the features from dataset .pcap files

to proceed the further steps. For this purpose, we used an

open-source tool named as CICFlowmeter [26] to extract the

features from .pcap files. The CICFlowmeter tool extracts

more than 80 features from a given .pcap file, however, there

is a limitation of this tool that it cannot handle a file of size

greater than 100MB. Moreover, the acquired datasets contain

.pcap files having size more than 100MB.

Dataset Splition: Since the CICFlowmeter [26] cannot

process the .pcap files having size greater than 100MB, so,

we need to do some data pre-processing before extracting the

features. In this regard, we used tcpdump utility [27] which

splits the larger .pcap files into the smaller files of a given size.

So, by using tcpdump utility [27], we converted the .pcap files

of the datasets having size larger than 100MB into smaller

.pcap files of size less than equal to 100MB.

Features Extraction: After splitting the larger .pcap files,

we then passed the smaller splitted .pcap files to CICFlowme-

ter [26] in order to extract the features. The CICFlowmeter

[26] extracts more than 80 features (across each network flow)

from a given .pcap file which can be categorized into two

types, i.e., static and dynamic features. The static features

include Flow ID, Source IP, Source port, Destination IP, Des-

tination port, and protocol name. While the dynamic features

include about 80 flow features like flow Duration, Number

of packets, Number of bytes, etc. The description of these

features can be found at [28]. All these features are extracted

across each flow of a given .pcap file and saved inside a .csv

file. However, these obtained .csv files are unlabelled.

Dataset Labelling: The datasets labels were given in text

files. In order to label these .csv files, we used SQL server.

We imported both the .csv files (having size ≤ 100MB) and

text files and compared the five tuples, i.e, source IP, source

port, destination IP, destination port and protocol to identify

the normal and malicious flow as defined by dataset providers.

Based upon the matching of five-tuple for each flow, the .csv

files were labelled with the label that exists across the similar

tuple in the text file. In this way, all the datasets were labelled.



C. Features Selection

The selection of features plays a significant role in the

performance of a machine learning model [11]. Usually, the

researchers apply feature selection technique on a dataset and

train the machine learning models over the selected features.

Apparently, in this way, the machine learning models perform

good on one dataset but do not perform well when tested

on different dataset [29]. Therefore, we propose a universal

feature set that can efficiently support the machine algorithms

for better detection of the botnet attacks irrespective of a

dataset.

Fig. 2 shows the steps followed to extrapolate a universal

features set for botnet attack detection. We used logistic

regression (LR) algorithm for feature selection because it is

simple, fast and less complex as compared to other techniques

[30]. After pre-processing the Dataset1, we applied the LR

algorithm to get the 10 most significant features from Dataset1.

Similarly, we applied the LR algorithm on both Dataset2 and

Dataset3 to get the 10 most significant features from each

dataset. These features are enlisted in Table I and discussed

in Section IV-A.

After getting the significant features list from each dataset,

we performed a frequency analysis in order to observe which

features are more frequently selected for detecting the Botnet

attacks across all three datasets. Based, upon this analysis, we

found six most frequently selected features that are selected

across all three datasets. Hence, we grouped and named these

features as universal features set. Finally, we selected these

Fig. 2. Steps for Extrapolating the Universal Features Set for Botnet Detection

TABLE I
10 BEST FEATURES SELECTED FROM THREE DATASETS USING LOSITIC

REGRESSION ALGORITHM

IoT-23 [25] CTU-13 [24] CICIDS-17 [23]

Pkt Len Mean Init Bwd Win Byts Inbound

Bwd Pkt Len Min Bwd Pkts/s Average Packet Size

Pkt Len Min Flow Pkts/s Avg Fwd Segment Size

Pkt Size Avg Fwd Pkts/s Fwd Packet Length Mean

Bwd Header Len Pkt Len Mean Fwd Packet Length Min

Bwd IAT Max Pkt Size Avg Min Packet Length

Bwd Pkt Len Mean Active Mean Packet Length Mean

Flow Byts/s Active Min URG Flag Count

Flow IAT Max Bwd IAT Min Down/Up Ratio

Fwd Pkt Len Mean Down/Up Ratio Bwd Packet Length Min

universal features from each dataset in order to train the

machine learning models for detecting the botnet attacks.

D. Model Training

After the feature selection, the next step is to train the

machine learning models for detecting the botnet attacks. For

this purpose, we selected the above-mentioned six features

individually from all three datasets, i.e., CICIDS2017 [23],

CTU-13 [24], and IoT-23 [25]. After that we split each dataset

individually into training and testing set with a proportion of

80:20, i.e., 80% data selected randomly for training and 20%

data selected randomly for testing purpose and passed it for

training the four commonly used machine learning algorithms

to detect botnet and DDoS attacks. These machine learning

algorithms include Naı̈ve Bayes (NB), K-Nearest Neighbours

(KNN), Random Forest (RF), and Logistic Regression (LR).

We used python scikit-learn library to initialize the training

of machine learning models for each dataset individually by

feeding the above-mentioned six features extracted from each

dataset.

E. Botnet Attack Detection

Once the model is trained for detecting the botnet attacks,

the final step is to test the performance of the trained model

over unseen data. As mentioned earlier, we selected 20%

data for testing the performance of the trained model. So,

in this stage, we tested each trained over 20% unseen data

and calculated its performance across four parameters. These

parameters are defined in the following section.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Features Selection Results

As mentioned in Section III-C that we first selected the

top 10 most significant features from all three datasets, i.e.,

CICIDS2017 [23], CTU-13 [24], and IoT-23 [25]. Table I

shows the list of 10 best features for detecting Botnet attacks

obtained by applying LR algorithm across each dataset.

Afterwards, we applied frequency counting method in order

to get a universal features set that can efficiently support the

machine algorithms for better detection of the botnet attacks



Fig. 3. Features Selection Count across Three Datasets

irrespective of a dataset. The frequency counting method

calculated the frequency score for each selected feature across

all three datasets. Finally, we identified the six most sig-

nificant features for botnet attacks detection based upon the

frequency count of each feature. Fig. 3 shows the overall

features selection count across all three datasets. Based, upon

this analysis, we found six most frequently selected features

that are selected across all three datasets. We grouped and

named these features as universal features set. These features

are highlighted with orange colour bars in Fig. 3. We used

the proposed universal features set to train and validate the

performance of machine learning models for botnet attacks

detection across three datasets.

B. Botnet Attacks Detection Results

As mentioned earlier, after identifying the universal features

set for botnet attacks detection, we trained four commonly

used machine learning models, i.e., NB, KNN, RF, and LR for

detecting different types of botnet attacks across three datasets.

In order to evaluate the performance of the trained mod-

els, we calculated four performance matrices. These metrics

include accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-measure.

Accuracy - It is defined as the ability of the system to

correctly classify the botnet attacks as an “attack” and normal

traffic as a “normal flow”. It tells about the ratio of correct

predictions with respect to all samples. Mathematically, it is

expressed in equation 1:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FN + TN + FP
× 100 (1)

Precision - It tells about how many of the predicted

botnet attacks were correct. It is a ratio between the correctly

predicted attacks (i.e., TP) and the actual results (i.e., TP+FP).

Mathematically, it is expressed in equation 2:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
× 100 (2)

TABLE II
RESULTS OF DDOS ATTACK DETECTION ON CICIDS2017 [23] DATASET

Classifier Accurary Precision Recall F1-Score

NB 73.71 68.33 99.93 81.16

KNN 99.59 99.58 99.69 99.64

RF 100 100 100 100

LR 100 100 100 100

TABLE III
RESULTS OF BOTNET DETECTION ON CTU-13 [24] DATASET

Classifier Accurary Precision Recall F1-Score

NB 71.72 92.89 36.11 52.01

KNN 97.51 97.67 96.44 97.05

RF 100 100 100 100

LR 100 100 100 100

TABLE IV
RESULTS OF MIRAI ATTACK DETECTION ON IOT-23 [25] DATASET

Classifier Accurary Precision Recall F1-Score

NB 99.92 99.92 99.92 99.92

KNN 99.94 99.94 99.94 99.94

RF 100 100 100 100

LR 99.91 99.91 99.91 99.91

Recall - It is defined as the ability of the system to correctly

detect the botnet attack upon the occurrence of the security

breach. It is also called as sensitivity. Mathematically, it is

described in equation 3:

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
× 100 (3)

F1-Score - It is defined as the weighted harmonic mean

of precision and recall. It tells about the ratio of correct

predictions in test set. Mathematically, it is expressed in

equation 4:

F1−Score = 2×
Recall ∗ Precision

Recall + Precision
(4)

Table II - Table IV summarize the overall results acquired

on testing the four machine learning classifiers trained over the

proposed universal features set for detecting different botnet

attacks across three datasets. It can be noticed that the RF

classifier performed best for detecting the botnet attacks in all

three datasets. On the other hand, NB classifier showed lowest

performance for detecting botnet attacks in all three datasets.

The NB classifier is based upon the Bayes’ theorem with

an assumption that all the features used for training the

classifier are not correalted. While in our case, the features like

number of forward packets per second (Fwd Pkts/s), number

of backward packets per second (Bwd Pkts/s) and Down/Up

Ratio are correlated with each other. Due to the existence

of correlation among features, the Naive Bayes algorithm

performed poor as compared to other algorithms. on the other

hand, the random forest classifier consists of bagged decision



trees which split on a subset of features. The random forest

classifier is robust to handle the outliers, and non-linear data.

In summary, all three datasets had different types of botnet

attacks, however, the proposed universal features set mani-

fested the preeminent results for detecting the botnet attacks

when trained and tested the machine learning models using

the proposed universal features set across three botnet attack

datasets. The experimental results reveal that the proposed uni-

versal features set efficiently support the machine algorithms

to better detect the different types of botnet attacks irrespective

of a dataset.

V. CONCLUSION

With the escalating adoption of insecure IoT devices, botnet

attacks have become a major security threat to the internet.

So far, many machine learning based solutions have been

proposed for different botnet attacks detection. The perfor-

mance of these machine learning based solutions primarily

depends upon the features set that is used for training the

machine learning models. Usually, the features selected from

one certain dataset do not support machine learning models

for efficiently detecting the botnet attacks on other datasets

due to the diversity of the botnet attacks. Therefore, in this

work, we proposed a universal features set to better support the

machine learning models for detecting different botnet attacks

irrespective of the dataset. The proposed features set is used

to train four commonly used machine learning algorithms for

detecting the botnet attacks across three different datasets. The

experimental results demonstrated that the machine learning

algorithms efficiently detected the botnet attacks when trained

and tested these algorithms using the proposed universal

features set over three different datasets.

In the current work, we had to train the machine learning

models across each dataset due to the diversity of botnet

attacks. In future, we aim to generalize the machine learning

models as well for detecting all types of botnet attacks.
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Methodology for Botnet Attacks Detection
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Steps for Extrapolating the Universal Features Set for Botnet Detection
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Features Selection Count across Three Datasets


